
Neuronal Electrophysiology FHB 2023 Erika Piedras-
Rentería, Ph.D. CTRE, Room 521 

ELECTRICAL EXCITABILITY AND THE NEURONAL ACTION POTENTIAL 

Reading Assignment: Physiology, Berne & Levy, 7th Ed. Chap. 5 - Generation and Conduction 
of Action Potentials, pp 65-77; 86-87.  

Learning Objectives 
An understanding of the nervous system requires an understanding of the cellular 

mechanisms that control and regulate membrane excitability.  Membrane excitability is 
dependent on both passive and active properties of the cell membrane and the characteristics of 
the action potential. 

You should be able to: 

• Understand the difference between and action potential and a subthreshold signal
• Define the space (length) constant and its role in conduction.
• Define the role of membrane resistance and internal resistance in conduction.
• Explain how myelination and de-myelination affects neuronal conduction.
• Describe the ionic current mechanisms responsible for the neuronal action potential.
• Describe the gating properties of the Na+ channel.
• Define the relationship between resting membrane potential and Na+ channel availability.
• Define the absolute and relative refractory periods and their cellular mechanisms.
• Explain the effects of elevated plasma [K+] on the neuronal action potential and

conduction.
• Explain the effects of changes in plasma [Ca2+ ] on neuronal cell excitability.
• Describe how EPSPs and IPSPs originate.
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A.  Action Potentials from Different Tissues. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Action potentials (AP) from three different vertebrate cells 
 
Different shapes and duration are due to the specific ion channels expressed on each cell type; 
the shape and duration of the AP serves the specific needs for each cell and tissue type. 
 
B.  Subthreshold Potential Reaches Threshold to Initiate an Action Potential 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Response of the membrane potential of an axon to increasing pulses of depolarizing current. 
When the cell is depolarized to threshold, an action potential in initiated. Subthreshold signals 
fail to generate an AP, they are linear. 
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C. Subthreshold depolarizations
Subthreshold depolarizations are transmitted passively: these signal decrease with distance.

Decay of subthreshold voltage responses with distance from the current source. 

D. Length (Space) constant (λ):  the distance over which a subthreshold depolarization (local 
response) will spread and influence the next segment of membrane. It is defined as the distance 
over which the original response decays to 1/e (37%) of its original magnitude
The longer the space constant, the more rapid is conduction.

a) λ = √rm/ri b) decrease rm →
decrease λ c) decrease  ri

→increase λ

Comparison of length constant (λ) in two axons 
of different diameters. 
- The larger diameter axon has a lower
membrane resistance (rm) and a lower internal
(axial) resistance (ri) than the smaller axon.
However, ri decreases more than rm.  As a result,
an increase in diameter increases λ and increases
conduction velocity.

mlocklund
Highlight
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E.  AP Conduction: Local Current Flow Causes Conduction 
 
Panel A: Once an area of membrane is activated by an 
action potential (depolarized region) there is a reversal of the 
membrane polarity compared to the surrounding inactivated 
membrane which is still at rest.   
 
Panel B:  Because of the potential difference between the 
activated (depolarized) region and the inactive (resting) 
regions, local current flows.  This local current flow will 
activate Na+ channels to depolarize the next segment of 
membrane and thereby initiate an action potential 
(depolarization) in the resting membrane.   
 
A stimulus will either elicit an action potential or fail to 
elicit an action potential, i.e. all or none response.   
 
 
F. Conduction of the AP. 
AP conduction is directly related to 

- Axonal diameter 
-  (space constant) 
- Rm (membrane resistance)  
- Myelination (increases rm, ) 

 
And inversely related to 

- Ra (Ra) (axial or internal resistance)  
 
G.  Conduction in Myelinated vs Unmyelinated Axons   
Schwann cell wraps around axon except at the node of Ranvier.  Myelin sheath increases 

membrane resistance (rm) and therefore increases the length 
constant of the axon.  

Myelin sheath also decreases membrane capacitance (cm) and 
therefore increases the rate of membrane depolarization. Both 
effects significantly increase conduction velocity.  

 
 
 
Although axon diameter is directly 
proportional to conduction 
velocity, myelination is more 
efficacious. 
Myelinated axons have a significantly greater conduction 
velocity than unmyelinated axons.  
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H.  Myelination, Nodes of Ranvier and Saltatory Conduction 

 
1.  Internodal distance between two nodes of Ranvier is about 1-2 mm.  
  
2.  Saltatory conduction.  Na+ channels are concentrated at the nodes of Ranvier.  Action 

potentials only occur at nodes and therefore appear to “jump” from node to node.  
 
3.  Multiple sclerosis, diabetic neuropathies: destroy myelination and severely slow neuronal 

conduction.  
 

 
 
 
 
I.  Ionic Conductances of the Nerve Action Potential.  
 

 
 
The figure on the left shows the phases of an action potential (AP). 
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The figure on the right shows the ionic conductances activated during the nerve AP.  The 
upstroke (depolarization phase) of the action potential is caused by a very rapid and brief (0.5 
ms) increase in Na+ channel conductance.  The repolarization of the action potential is caused by 
a delayed increase in K+ channel conductance along with the decrease in Na+ channel 
conductance (inactivation).  K+ channel conductance is turned off (deactivates) by repolarization 
of the membrane potential.  NOTE:  the action potential always occurs between ENa and Ek. 
 
J.  Na+ Channel Gating Properties: 
 

 
 
 

a) RESTING channel - m activation gate closed; h inactivation gate open 
b) ACTIVATED channel - m gate open; h gate open - Na influx 
c) INACTIVATED channel - m gate open; h gate closed 
d) RECOVERY FROM INACTIVATION - time required to reset the channel from 

the inactivated state back to the resting state (not shown). Requires repolarization. 
 

1)   Highly selective for Na+.  Gating kinetics are dependent on both time and voltage. 
2)   Na+ channels activate rapidly (time) in response to rapid depolarization (voltage), i.e.,    

time and voltage-dependent activation. 
3) Regenerative Depolarization: Na+ moves rapidly into the cell down both its electrical and 

concentration gradients to depolarize the membrane potential toward ENa. Depolarization 
increases Na+ permeability (open more Na+ channels) which in turn causes further 
depolarization (positive feedback). 

4) Na+ channels inactivate (close) rapidly at depolarized (positive) voltages, i.e. inactivation 
is both time and voltage-dependent.  The voltage-dependent inactivation of Na+ channels 
is the basis for the refractory periods. 

5) Recovery from inactivation requires time and more negative membrane voltages, i.e., 
repolarization. 

 
K.   Clinical importance of inactivation 
 

From Sherwood L: Human Physiology 6 th Ed. ISBN 0-495-01485-0 Fig 4-7, p91 
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1) Class I Antiarrhythmic drugs. Bind to the inactivated state of the channel, preventing 
reactivation 

2) Mutation Example 
 
Long Q-T syndrome LQT3, Na channel fails to inactivate properly; loss of consciousness 
and sudden death from ventricular arrhythmia in children/young adults (torsade des 
pointes arrhythmia Ventricular fibrillation.) 

 
 
L. Voltage-dependence of Na+ channels and the Refractory Periods.   
The inactivation properties of the Na channel are responsible for the absolute refractory period. 

Na channel inactivation curve 
(figure modified by SLL).  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
I.  Refractory Periods: 

1)   Absolute refractory period (ARP):  The 
TIME during which a stimulus cannot elicit 
a regenerative response, i.e. action potential. 

2)   Relative refractory period (RRP):  The 
TIME during which a stimulus can elicit a 
regenerative response, i.e. action potential.  

3)   In nerve (and heart), refractory periods are 
based on the voltage-dependent 
characteristics of Na+ channels.  At more 
positive voltages, Na+ channels inactivate 
and therefore become unavailable for 
activation (absolute refractory period).  As 
the membrane potential repolarizes, Na+ 
channels recover from inactivation (relative 
refractory period). 

 
M.  Properties of K+ Channels: (different neuronal cells have different K+ channels) 
 

1)  Most voltage-gated K channels consist of only one of the 6-helix motifs; four such 
subunits are required to form a functional channel.  

2)   Highly selective for K+ ions; exhibit time and voltage-dependent activation but no 
inactivation gates. In other words, unlike Na+ channels, K+ channels remain open with 
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maintained depolarization of the membrane.  K+ channels deactivate with repolarization 
(no inactivation parameter) 

3)   Depolarization of the action potential upstroke activates the opening of K+ channels 
causing K+ to flow out of the cell, down its concentration gradient. 

4)   Outward K+ current repolarizes membrane potential back toward EK and causes the 
membrane potential to go more negative than RMP, i.e. hyperpolarizing after potential. 

5)   Voltage-dependent activation of K+ channels is much slower than activation of Na+ 
channels. 

 
N.   Potassium and Membrane Excitability: 

1)  Hyperkalemia – abnormally elevated extracellular (plasma) [K+]. 
2)  As predicted by the Nernst equation – RMP becomes more positive. 
3)  At more positive voltages, Na+ channels become less available (inactivate). 
4)  Inward Na+ current decreases and conduction slows. 
5)  Signs and symptoms:  slow mentation, muscle weakness. 
 

O. Calcium and Membrane Excitability.  
1)  Ca2+ modulates Na+ channel activity by altering membrane surface charge. 
2)  Hypercalcemia: abnormally elevated extracellular (plasma) [Ca2+].  Raises threshold for 

Na+ channel activation and decreases membrane excitability. 
3)  Hypocalcemia: abnormally low extracellular (plasma) [Ca2+].  Lowers threshold for Na+ 
channel activation and increases membrane excitability.  
4)  Hyperventilation - blow off CO2 - respiratory alkalosis - decreases free plasma Ca2+ 

concentration - increases neuronal membrane excitability. 
5)  Hypoventilation - accumulate CO2 - respiratory acidosis - increases free plasma Ca2+ 

concentration - decreases neuronal membrane excitability. 
 

P. Propagation of subthreshold electrical potentials (PSP) 
• PSPs are local, graded responses propagated passively. 
• They are NOT action potentials.  
• Integration of these signals can lead to an AP  
 
How are they generated?  

After the AP travels down the axon, it reaches the presynaptic terminal, where it causes 
depolarization and opening of calcium channels and calcium influx; this results in 
neurotransmitter vesicle fusion and release into the synaptic cleft. Neurotransmitters diffuse to 
the post-synaptic membranes and bind their receptors. These receptors open, allowing ions to go 
inside the cell, changing the 

membrane potential, 
and generating a post-

synaptic potential 
(PSP). 
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There are two kinds of PSPs: excitatory and inhibitory. 
 

Excitatory Post-synaptic Potentials or EPSPs are caused by excitatory neurotransmitters, allow 
cation influx and cause membrane depolarization (towards 0 mV), increasing the probability 
of firing an action potential. 
 

Inhibitory Post-synaptic Potentials or IPSPs are caused by inhibitory neurotransmitters, allow 
anion influx and (usually) cause membrane hyperpolarization (towards -65 mV), decreasing 
the probability of firing an action potential. 

 

 
 
 

 
EPSPs and IPSPS can be generated by two different kinds of receptors 

a) IONOTROPIC RECEPTORS. Ligand-gated ion channels that are directly 
activated by the neurotransmitter. Their effect is very fast. Examples of these 
receptors are Nicotinic ACh receptor, Serotonin receptor (5-HT3 receptor 
only), GABAA receptors, glycine receptor, Purinergic receptors (P2X) and 
glutamate receptors. 

b) METABOTROPIC RECEPTORS. G protein couple-receptors, they are 
activated by the neurotransmitter, but their effect is slower because the G 
proteins must first release their activated intracellular messenger, which then 
diffuses to the target protein, usually an ion channel, and then cause their 
effect. Examples are: Muscarinic ACh receptor, Serotonin receptor (all other 
receptors), GABAB receptor, Purinergic  (ATP P2Y) receptor, Glutamate 
receptor, Histamine receptor, adrenergic receptors (Epinephrine & 
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Norepinephrine). 
 

 


